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A MESSAGE

FROM FOSIS

 NOT TAKING PART IN A ‘LED’ PRAYER.    

 NO CONGREGATIONAL (JAMA’AH) PRAYERS BEHIND AN

IMAM OR ANY OTHER ‘LED’/GROUP ACTIVITY.

‘INDIVIDUALS’ ARE ALLOWED TO USE THE PRAYER ROOM

TO PERFORM INDIVIDUAL PRAYERS (FARD SALAAH)

NO JUMMU’AH

NO CONGREGATIONAL PRAYERS

Following on from the Government’s announcement of the

lockdown which takes place from Thursday 5th November

2020, as FOSIS we are aware many ISocs will be unclear on

how this will affect prayer rooms. 

We understand Universities remain open, however,

Government guidelines state that ‘places of worship will be

closed’. We have put together some clarifications,

considerations and some potential next steps you may take.

The latest guidelines do, however, suggest that ‘individual

prayers’ are permitted in places of worship. Unfortunately,

the phrase ‘Individual Prayer’ has caused some confusion on

what this looks like practically. This means:

Alongside some of the general guidelines which are already

in operation in your prayer rooms, the latest restrictions will

now mean: 



CONSIDERATIONS

 Prayer rooms should ONLY

be open for the period of

salah

 FAJR- not recommended to

open during this time

Cleaning - regular schedule

with sanitisation of facilities

ideally after every salah

Provide a one way entry

and exit system

  Do not enter the prayer

rooms if you are ill or have

any symptoms

Ensure you work with

whoever manages the

facilities (i.e Students’

Union, Estates,

Chaplaincy, University

etc.) to ascertain a set

capacity for the room

The numbers permitted in

places of worship will be

dependent on the size of

the building and ability to

socially distance therein

 (2m distance should be

maintained)

Volunteers should be present

whenever the facility is open

to help ensure guidelines are

being followed



Provide one/ more platforms so they can find regular

updates and ask questions

CONSIDERATIONS

Inform your members and

community to remain calm

and exercise sabr

reaching out to your

MEMBERS

Constantly remind

members that they

ensure they adhere to

the guidelines for

their own safety and

the safety of others

Inform members of the
maximum capacity of

the prayer rooms at any
one time (provide

pictures if necessary)

Every University may take it upon themselves to implement additional

guidelines based on the latest Government regulations, local COVID

profile or decide that the risks cannot be managed. So it is crucial to work

with the University/ Students’ Union to clarify the processes involved and

be part of these conversations

If there is confusion and lack of information,

email your University/ Students’ Union

(whoever manages the prayer room) to find

out how the latest Government guidelines will

affect the prayer room, and set up a meeting if

needed.

Update your signages

Provide one/ more platforms so they can find

regular updates and ask questions



Hence, our recommendation is that each ISoc should make a decision on

opening for individual prayer after discussion and careful review as a

committee.

CONSIDERATIONS

At the moment, some national lobbying efforts are underway by a range of

Muslim organisations to get the Government to amend some of its

legislation for places of worship/masaajid and give more clarity. FOSIS is

collaborating in this process and will endeavour to update ISocs as soon as

there are any changes to these guidelines.

Please feel free to get in touch with us if you need more support in

contacting or liaising with your University or Students’ Union. There is still

a lot of uncertainty, however, we will do our best to assist and support.

We ask Allah to safeguard us all and allow us to return to our regular

jama’ah salah in a safe manner.

Unfortunately, the Government has created this guidance without

adequate faith competency on what salaah and Islamic prayer practically

looks like. This is showcased by the fact that 'individual prayer' is difficult

to manage and enforce in our context.

1
 If you feel you can manage and enforce guidelines

appropriately then proceed with opening for individual

prayer with the stated regulations

2
 If this would be difficult not and you believe the risk is

greater, then you can take lead from what some other

Masaajid are doing and close for the lockdown period



CONTACT

FOSIS

If you wish to contact us or have any further

queries for the FOSIS Higher Education

team, please email:

vp .highereducation@fosis .org .uk

For your Regional team, please email:

south .chair@fosis .org .uk

london .chair@fosis .org .uk

wales .chair@fosis .org .uk

midlands .chair@fosis .org .uk

north .chair@fosis .org .uk

scotland .chair@fosis .org .uk

ireland .chair@fosis .org .uk
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